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Plant Thursday-Friday, April 26-27 ASTRO
A to Z
LANTING is done by the Moon. The
formula is a simple one, but has several
steps.
First, know that some signs are fertile
and some are not. Water signs are very fertile, Earth signs are somewhat fertile, while
Air and Fire signs are not fertile.
Next, the sign of the transiting Moon is
a trigger. If it’s passing through a water sign,
then, well, the world is a fertile place. If it’s
passing through a fire sign, save your seed.
Then, look at the phase. The phase of
the Moon gives energy. Or not. You might
think of this as a purely solar phenomena,
in other words, the more light the Moon re-
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flects, the stronger she is.
Combine the Moon’s sign with its phase,
and you’ll know to plant when the Moon is
waxing and in a water sign. Such as on
Thursday and Friday. In the Almanac for
the week (below) you will find the time the
Moon enters Cancer on Thursday to be 5:42
am GMT. The Eastern Daylight version of
that (check your Maynard) is 1:42 am EDT.
Avoid planting on the New Moon: No
energy. Nothing sprouts. Also avoid the Full
Moon: Things get off to a roaring start but
then fall over dead when the energy gives out.
Generally speaking no one has done
much with planting and planetary hours, but
if that’s of interest, the first hour after sunrise on Thursday is ruled by Jupiter, and the
first hour after sunrise on Friday is ruled by
Venus, and this is regardless of where you
live. Both are benefics. Jupiter gives abundance, which is good for vegetables, and
Venus, beauty, which is good for flowers.
Other hours are ruled by other planets,
the complete cycle is 168 hours and a full
seven day week, but as the first hour after
dawn is by far the most powerful, and as
sunrise is the most delightful time of the
entire day, I make myself get up early. Such
as when I send out weekly emails for the
newsletter. Have fun!
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Palsy, Paralysis. Uranus or Neptune afflict Mercury, and very often the Moon
also. Taurus, Scorpio, Cancer, or Capricorn are usually heavily tenanted, and
about 8O of the last two of these is specially often involved. Jupiter-Saturn affliction is very common. I may quote the
following: Sir Joshua Reynolds; Rossetti;
Case 113, N.N.; Female, born London,
11.45 pm, October 31, 1886. Injured by
fall from swing and did not walk for 30
years. Male, born Dorset, 4:30 am, July
1, 1857. Male, given in Raphael’s Ephemeris for 1923. F.D. Roosevelt.
Originality and Orthodoxy depend on
the relative strength of Jupiter, Saturn and
Uranus. Saturn represents Conservatism,
Uranus the hatred of conventional ties, and
indeed, ties of any sort; and Jupiter, as a
double planet, preserves a medium between
the two. In ordinary maps it inclines to orthodoxy and good form, but if afflicted by
Mars or Uranus it may be the reverse. Neptune inclines to ignore, rather than to defy,
convention. The Lights and Mercury are
neutral, while Mars positive is an innovator
but acting on its negative side through Scorpio has a conservative factor.
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HAMAL alpha Arietis 7 Þ 50
Notes: A yellow star situated in the forehead of the Ram and commonly known as the ram’s Following Horn. From Al Hamal, the Sheep. Symbolically
called the Death Wound and often incorrectly named El Nath
Influence: According to Ptolemy it is of the nature of Mars and Saturn. It causes violence,
brutishness, cruelty and premeditated crime.
With Sun: Dissipation, evil associates, loss and disgrace.
With Moon: Patient, slow success through hard work, trouble through love affairs but
favourable for marriage, marriage partner gains by business or speculation.
With Mercury: Dull mind, many friends, great discrimination, tactful, greatly influenced
by marriage partner.
With Venus: Handsome, quiet, envious, jealous . . .
– from Fixed Stars, by Vivian Robson
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Mercury Retrograde

M

ERCURY retrograde is a closer
observer of the facts and details,
having more power of concentration because by “turning away” he shuts
out whatever tends to distract his attention.
He is held back in life or frustrated in earlier years but has the patience to bide his
time, hold his tongue discreetly and keep
his own counsel while gathering the knowledge he is to use later, because the retrograde condition lies waiting and there is always more to the person than meets the eye.
He has the capacity to go back, and as such
a Mercury harbors no grudges, is eager to
make amends and therefore likely to be often imposed-on.
Mercury retrograde causes shyness and
a retiring disposition, not as ready as Mercury direct to make public appearances unless in an angular house. His fussiness
makes him overly fastidious about details.

Mercury in mutual reception
Mercury and another planet in each
other’s Sign, as Mercury in Capricorn and
Saturn in Virgo, are in a mutual relationship called mutual reception which gives
exchange status by agreement. It allows
each planet a secondary reading as though
it returned to its own Sign in another house
where it has a second opportunity to express
itself or a chance to change occupation or
get out of what it got into unwisely. It also
offers the native a place of refuge, safety or
sanctuary at a time of some disaster in his
life. — The Way of Astrology, 1967.
April 30:
311—Rome ends persecution of Christians
1006–Supernova
Happy Spring! in constellation Lupus
1803–Louisiana
Purchase
Marilyn

Foreword from Long Range Weather Forecasting:

McCormack’s book is finished, it went
to the printer on Sunday. A proof will be
back the end of the week and presuming I
don’t faint, the first stock will be here about
a week after that. In other words, McCormack arrives in about two weeks.
In its intensity and drive it is one of the
finest astrology books I have ever seen. I
wrote the following as an introduction:

The Tropical Zodiac

Phenomena, 3rd edition, 2007, by Michelsen
and Pottenger)
The start of the four seasons are represented
by the four elements: Fire, for spring; water,
for summer; air, for autumn; and earth for
winter. Each of the seasons were then trisected to show the three states of energy they
embodied: Active, or Cardinal; followed by
Immoveable, or Fixed; and then, No energy,
which we know as Mutable. Whereupon the
next season arrived to restart the energy matrix. An element was then assigned to each
third of a season, resulting in a year of four
seasons and twelve segments (months), which
became the signs of the Zodiac. This is a precise method, and an unvarying one. The Zodiac is thus a 4 x 3 grid, of energies mapped
against elements. There are only twelve signs.
There could only ever be twelve. Not thirteen.
There is an old story that Libra and Scorpio were once joined as a single sign. This
was presumably an attempt to suppress Scorpio as an “evil” sign. The inherent structure
of the Zodiac makes eleven signs impossible.
This structure means the Tropical Zodiac
is not of the sky, nor in the sky, but expresses
the relationship between Earth and Sun.

McCormack uses the Tropical Zodiac in
his work. The tropical zodiac is based on
the Earth-Sun relationship, specifically, declinations and seasons. Aries starts the spring
season, Cancer the summer, Libra autumn,
and Capricorn, winter. These are calculated
as of the moment the Sun appears to cross
the Earth’s equator, or achieves maximum
north or south declination.
The length of each season is based on the
dates of the Earth’s apogee and perigee, the
Earth’s closest and furthest approaches to the
Sun. As these dates slowly drift over time,
the exact length of each season, in days,
hours, minutes, and seconds, slowly change
over the centuries. While the length of the
year remains exactly the same, its seasonal
divisions do not. The four seasons are not
of exactly equal length. Most likely, they
never have been. In 2012, the Earth was at
perihelion on January 5, and at aphelion on
July 5. In 1837, these dates were January 2
and July 1. (Source: Tables of Planetary

Can we determine if the Zodiac is geocentric or heliocentric?
Yes, we can. First, we note that as we are
talking of ourselves, the Zodiac we create will
presumably be created of ourselves. Of the
Earth, in other words. A plant, for example,
grows from the Earth, but grows because of
the Sun’s light and heat. So is the plant of the
Earth, or is it of the Sun? The answer is that
the plant is of the Earth, but is nurtured by
the Sun. The plant is therefore a subset of the
Earth. It is the Earth’s response to the Sun’s
energy. In its own unique way, the plant
shows the Earth-Sun relationship.
We do the same analysis with the elements
and energies that make up the Zodiac. Where
can they properly be found? The Earth contains all four elements, fire, earth, air and
water. The Sun has only fire. The Earth also
has all three states of energy: Cardinal, Fixed
and none. The Sun has only Cardinal. By
comparison, the sky has neither elements nor

I

WAS working on a theory of astrology
when, in January 2011, Parke Kunkle,
of the Minnesota Planetarium Society,
casually repeated an old story, that there were
really 13 signs of the zodiac, not twelve.
Thus inspired, I redoubled my efforts. As
long as it has existed, Astrology has been a
puzzle with multiple unknowns, hence the
real difficulty in making sense of it. I was
further inspired by George McCormack’s extraordinary book, the one you now hold in
your hands. His observations fit my theory
so closely that I dare to venture an overview
of my work here, in the hopes that my theory
and McCormack’s observations may combine in some useful way.

(continued, page 4)
Copyright © 2012 by David R. Roell. All rights reserved.
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HSTUDENT’S CORNERH
This is a serialization of Vivian Robson’s
masterpiece, A Student’s Text-Book of
Astrology. It is now in print.

Part 91:

Love & Marriage
Influence of the Sun and planets, continued:
Venus, continued from last week:— If conjunct Sun in 7th, wife is a stranger. Ruling
9th and placed in 1st or 10th, foreign wife.
In 12th secret or obscure love affairs, early
marriage but separation later, especially if
afflicted by Saturn or Uranus; particularly bad
if Venus is in Aries, Cancer, Scorpio or Capricorn. If oriental, dignified, and aspecting
Jupiter, wife will rule. If conjunct Saturn and
afflicted by Mars, much jealousy and strife.
If afflicted in Leo, woman-hater.
Mars. Cordial, honest, and forceful or combative, vicious and violent partner. Quarrels
or violence if afflicted. Afflicted by Uranus,
foolish infatuation; by Jupiter, unrestrained
feelings. In 5th delays marriage if a woman.
In 7th or 8th afflicted by Jupiter, ruin through
extravagant wife. If in Cancer, Scorpio or
Pisces afflicting Moon (or Sun), the wife (or
husband) may drink.
Jupiter. Successful love affairs; honest,
faithful, religious partner, often older than native. If in 5th or 7th in a woman’s map often
denotes attachment to a widower. If afflicted
in Pisces on cusp of 7th or just below and
receiving the application of the Sun, denotes
an adulterous husband in a woman’s map.
Saturn. Elderly, discreet, prudent, persevering and industrious or lazy and envious partner; delay and disappointment; steady and
enduring love. In 7th in good aspect to Moon
(or Sun), marries widow (or widower) who
will have a family if Mars aspects Saturn, and
will be wealthy if Saturn is dignified and in
good aspect to Jupiter. In 12th afflicting luminaries, sorrow through death of loved ones.
Afflicting Mars or Venus in 5th, danger of
unnatural affections. With or afflicting Venus in his own dignities, vicious and sordid
partner.
—A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology, 1922

Like what you read? These are excerpts. Get the complete books from:

General Influence of
the Planets when
Stationary, or in the
Equator or Tropics
From Long Range Weather Forecasting,
by George McCormack
NEPTUNE usually conduces to variable
“freak” weather, lowering barometer,
southerly winds, humidity, excessive static,
hazes, fogs, sudden changes, more
effectively in lowlands and along waterways.
Combined with Mars, this planet is related
to seismic phenomena. Spring: Misty and
mild. Fogs at night. Sudden changes.
Summer: Sultry; warm. If thick haze,
sudden showers. Autumn: Lower barometer.
Mild; misty. Showers at night Winter: Damp
and foggy. Vertical ascending currents.
Unsettled.
Keynote of URANUS is high barometric
pressure, descending vertical air currents,
increased wind velocity and sudden changes
to colder. Winds are gusty. Sudden frosts
and cold snaps. Affects highlands first, then
downslope. Spring: Overcast, cold and
blustery. Chilly drizzles. Frosts at night.
Summer: Winds shifting to N.W. Storms
originate in highlands then south.
Temperature falls. Autumn: Gusty. Chilly.
Bleak skies. Fine rain. Often cold drizzle.
Frosts. Winter: Windy and stormy. Fresh
to strong N.W. winds. Cold wave follows.
SATURN’s keynote is lowering
barometer, steady but decisively. Shadows,
dampness and cold. Easterly winds. Effects
very general over large areas. Low hanging
clouds. Excessive humidity, slow build up
of low pressure areas with increasing
cloudiness. Downfall under this planet is
more lasting than with any other. Spring:
Increasing cloudiness. Damp and wet. Colder.
Summer:Overcast, humid, showery then
colder. Autumn: Low clouds. North Easters.
Rain and colder. — Long Range Weather
Forecasting, by George McCormack.
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Is
This
You?

Appearance of the second decanate:
The young man with the right side of his
face portrayed [top, left] is the Sagittarian
decanate of this sign, depicting another variety of the type identified in the frontispiece.
The head is longer both from the forehead to
the chin and also from the front to the back.
The figure resembles that of the frontispiece
and also that of the Sagittarian decanate of Leo.
The Aries decanate of Sagittarius [man,
lower right] has a more combative face. Note
the equally developed powers of reflection,
perception, combativeness, firmness, determination and resolution revealed to the phrenologist in the forehead, nose, upper lip and
chin respectively. The figure resembles the
Aries-Leo combination, for the shoulders are
rather narrow and sloping, although the body
is taller, thereby making a minor Zodiacal
contrast with the first decanate of this sign,
which usually has wide shoulders.
The third decanate of Sagittarius
This is the Leo decanate of Sagittarius
[woman in portrait]. The passions are strong
but under control, the mind sober and capable
of great concentration. This is the human or
better half of the sign, promising success and
wealth after a period of difficulty. The life is
much influenced by close friendships and
business associates.
— Man & the Zodiac, by David Anrias.

energies. Therefore,
The signs of the Zodiac are qualities inherent in the Earth itself.
Astrology is Earth-based.
The Tropical Zodiac has nothing to do with
the sky. Never has, and never will. Presumably the Zodiac was projected into the
sky at some point as a reference, as in, See
this constellation overhead at midnight?
When the Sun gets to it, it will be summer
again. (The Sidereal Zodiac has a different
explanation. It is not based on stars, but the
Moon.)

I

F THE Zodiac is not of the sky but are
qualities inherent in the Earth itself, then
it is reasonable to expect the Earth would
express these twelve basic qualities. Indeed,
the word zodiac itself relates to animals. Traditionally it is said that Aries is symbolized
by the ram, that Taurus is symbolized by the
ox, etc., but it is more penetrating to say the
Earth expresses its Aries energy as a ram, its
Taurus energy as an ox, its Cancer energy as
a crab, its Leo energy as a lion, etc. If qualities are inherent in the clay of the Earth itself, then it is natural the Earth would express them. By contrast, if astrological energies were external to the Earth, then the
Earth’s response would be in reaction to
them. Sometimes agreeable and compatible,
sometimes hostile and maladroit.
This analysis can be taken further. Medical astrology holds that different parts of the
body are ruled by different signs. If the ruling signs are external to the Earth, then the
Earth’s reaction to them will produce maladjusted, maladroit results. Only if these
qualities are inherent in the Earth, can the
Earth produce perfect results, since those
results will be in keeping with the fundamental qualities of the Earth and will be as perfect as the Earth, no more and no less.
In other words, the eyes, which in all creatures are found in pairs, are ruled by the Sun
and Moon, the two light-givers, as represented by Leo and Cancer. Because it is the
Earth which produces Leo and Cancer, the
eyes the Earth produce see as well as the
Earth can make them see. Likewise hands,
which are ruled by Virgo, feet, which are
ruled by Pisces, ankles, which are ruled by
Aquarius, the heart, ruled by Leo, etc. In
every creature, no matter where in the overall scheme of things, each and every part is a
miracle of perfection. Never mere adaptations or make-dos. Because the Earth is made
up of Leo and Aquarius and Cancer and Taurus and all the rest, it expertly combines the
various parts to make the creatures which

inhabit the planet. Precisely the same can be
said for the Earth’s plants, gems and minerals. Will everything on Earth perfectly express its inherent Zodiacal sign energies? Of
course not, because the Earth itself is not
perfect. There is a great deal of, well, dirt,
and always will be. A painter leaves paint on
his palette, a baker leaves flour behind on
his counter, etc. No process is without waste.

Planets
While Astrology may be of the Earth, may
be in the Earth, may be the very life of the
Earth, by itself the Earth and its astrology
are static and unchanging.
In reality the Earth is but one of a number
of planets in orbit around the Sun and therefore must by definition be in continuous and
ongoing relationship with each and every
planetary body in the solar system. Mars,
for example, may not have a direct impact
upon me, but, as a planet, Mars is more than
big enough, more than close enough, more
than fast enough, to have an impact upon the
Earth as a whole. Just as I would expect the
Earth to influence Mars.
These interplanetary relationships are by
means of harmony and resonance. Mars has
its own harmonies and resonances, its own
“style” and “personality” as it were. The
ceaseless interplay of Earth and Mars will
excite, in each planet, those elements and
energies which are in sympathy or harmony.
In other words, Mars will, in one fashion or
another, “illuminate” or identify the energies
in the Earth which are in resonance with it.
In a larger sense, every part of the Earth will
react, in one way or another, to the energies
of Mars, taken as a whole. In other words,
speaking broadly, Mars likes Aries and Scorpio the best, gets on well with Capricorn, but
dislikes Libra, Taurus and Cancer.
As with Mars, so with all the planets. In
addition to whole signs, there are various subfrequencies, among them, day/night rulers,
triplicity rulers, decans, faces, terms/bounds,
dwads, etc. Indeed, we can say, collectively,
that we only know Terrestrial energies, the
signs of the Zodiac themselves, by means of
their resonance with the various planets. Energies in the Earth which are not in some way
“triggered” by the various planets will therefore be latent, unexpressed and unknown.
So we now have an Earth with its own
unique Zodiacal energies, which are stimulated, excited, brought into being, by the various planets, the resulting vibrations so thoroughly mixed that it is pervasive in every
rock, every spade of soil, in the very clay of
Copyright © 2012 by David R. Roell. All rights reserved.

our own bodies. While it is true that Mars
has no gravitational effect upon any of us, it
is also true that because we are made of the
Earth, because we are made of material
which is itself vibrating, we not only resonate to the Earth’s own vibrations, but, we,
each of us, also vibrate directly and individually to Mars. And, as before, with all the
other planets.
Is distance a factor? Yes it is. Broadly
speaking, the closer planets will be more
nuanced and more detailed, with the Moon
being the most nuanced and the most detailed. And in fact, in astrology, the inner
planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars)
are known as personal. Jupiter and Saturn,
which are much further away, are social. The
outer planets are generational. Outer planets only “step forward” when in close aspect
with inner planets.
We have now arrived at a second fundamental principle:
The interplay of Earth and planets produce astrology as we know it.
The signs of the Zodiac are in the Earth.
They are brought to life by the Earth’s ceaseless interaction with the other planets. This
makes the Earth a giant vibrating sphere, and
it is on this sphere that we live.
NUMBER of things have now become quite simple. Why is birth a
critical moment? Here is an analogy. Imagine the Earth to be like a vibrating, orbital sander. Orbital sanders are handheld electrical devices for smoothing wood.
They have a flat pad on the bottom where
the sandpaper is secured.
Take the sandpaper off and turn the unit
upside down, that is, with the flat side up.
Put a penny on the sander, and turn it on.
The vibrating sander is the Earth. The penny
is you. Both the sander and the penny are
vibrating, with similar, but as we can see,
not quite identical vibrations.
Now consider the Earth’s vibration, unlike that of the sander’s, is not consistent,
but variable, and this because of the Earth’s
ceaseless relationship with the Sun, Moon
and other planets. With the sander in your
hand, carefully tilt it this way and that. Note
how the penny reacts to every change. Move
too abruptly and the penny will fly off the
sander. Which, by analogy, is to say that
when the Earth’s vibration becomes too intense, we have accidents, we sicken and die.
Replace the penny with, say, a cookie and
turn the sander on again. Run the sander until
the cookie has become so distressed that it

A

starts to break up. Note how each separating
fragment takes on the sander’s vibration as
of the moment of its separation. Note how
the main fragment changes its vibration after every loss. This is a precise analogy to a
mother giving birth to a child. Note the subsequent interactions among the various
pieces. Based on their location, mass and
the specific vibrations as of the moment of
separation, pieces will collide with other
pieces at stated times and places. Astrologically this is known as synastry.
The initial vibration of all objects age, or
decay, over time. In astrology, we “age” an
individual’s “vibration” (aka natal chart) by
means of primary directions, secondary directions and solar arcs, among other means.
(In India, by Vimshottari dashas, etc.) The
relationship and interaction of decayed vibrations and transits is therefore obvious.
Note in this theory, a tree, precisely because it is firmly connected to the Earth, cannot be said to have a “birthday” as it never
separates from the Earth.

Stixrude, at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, have recently postulated the central
core of the Earth to be a single giant crystal.
Exactly what kind of crystal they have not
yet determined, but they are leaning in favor
of the crystal being hexagonal. Which is sixsided.
And in fact there is a variation of iron and
nickel that forms hexagonal crystals. It is
found in meteorites. Which, as everyone
knows, are the remains of destroyed planets,
presumably their cores. That substance is
hexahedrite.
Upon learning of hexahedrite I was at first
disappointed, as I wanted the Earth to have a
twelve-sided crystal. One that would explain
twelve signs and twelve houses, etc. But
while looking at pictures of crystals on-line,
I glanced at one too many pictures of crystalline water, in other words, snowflakes.
And then it hit me.

Aspects

How does a six-sided crystal express
twelve? Quite simply. Look at a crystal. You
will find both facets and edges. Six-sided
crystals have six of each. We might arbitrarily label them as six masculine edges and
six feminine facets, or vice-versa. Which, to
the Earth, are the six masculine signs (Aries,
Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, Aquarius)
and six feminine (Taurus, Cancer, Virgo,
Scorpio, Capricorn, Pisces). The hexagonal
crystal at the center of the Earth, precisely
because it is hexagonal, describes astrology
as we know it. Describes the twelve-fold division of the Zodiac, describes the masculine-feminine polarities, and describes the innate nature of the traditional Ptolemaic aspects. All of which are based 30O and 60O.
This permits us to state a third principle:

We might say that, yes, there are aspects
between the planets. Why wouldn’t there be
aspects, when planets come to simple angular relationships among themselves? Regrettably, there are two problems with this.
NE, while we have established the
Zodiac to be in the Earth itself, this
Zodiac is based not on longitude,
but rather on the Sun’s declination. If the
Sun is at 21O 37’ S declination, then its longitude is 22O 13’ 57” of Capricorn and the
date is more or less January 13 of any given
year. (The leap year messes up the date
slightly, this example is from 1950 and a
midnight ephemeris.)
Moreover it is not entirely clear if this
declination to longitude exchange should be
based upon the Earth (geocentric) or the Sun
(heliocentric).
The second problem is that Ptolemaic aspects, for heretofore mysterious and unknown reasons, are all centered around 60O.
To these, George McCormack adds 30O and
45O, which is to say, half of 60, and half the
distance between 30 and 60. With 30 we are
immediately reminded of the twelve houses,
which, ideally, are 30O each, which then reminds us of the signs, which, when projected
into the sky, are also 30O each. We are being
led, or, perhaps pushed, into some sort of
definite structure. And it seems that we have
a solution.
Researchers Ronald Cohen and Lars

O

The hexagonal crystal does not express
six, but rather, twelve.

Astrology may be defined as qualities
inherent in, and the further study of, the
six sided crystal at the center of the Earth.
Being the core of the Earth itself, the
Earth’s central hexagonal crystal is presumably aligned with the Earth’s axial tilt of
23O44’. If so, then because this tilt is always
in the same direction, we have the reason why
0O of Aries is set to the spring Equinox. The
Equinox is the Earth’s annual “re-centering”
or “realigning” with the Sun. Projecting this
hexagonal alignment into the sky lets us map
the planets in the solar system from the
Earth’s own, unique, point of view. It gives
us the geocentric, Tropical, Zodiac. We are

mapping the Earth’s relationship to the various other bodies in the solar system. We are
not mapping the Sun, so we are not heliocentric.
Nor are we concerned with the Sidereal
Zodiac, which is based, not on fixed stars,
but on the Earth’s axial wobble. This wobble
is due to various gravitational influences on
the Earth, most notably the fight between the
Sun and Moon. Like as not, if there was no
Moon, there would be no wobble and therefore no Sidereal Zodiac, or perhaps, one that
was so slow in motion as to be impracticable.
(The Sidereal Zodiac moves at the rate of 1
degree every 72 years, which is a cycle of
25,920 years, more or less.)
It is, in fact, the projection of the Tropical
Zodiac, from the Earth, into the sky, that enables us to finally identify and name the Zodiacal energies inside the Earth itself. We
do not know what the Earth’s Aries energy
may be, except that it is “illuminated” or
“triggered” when planets pass through the
section of sky which the Earth’s Equinoctial
settings have labeled as “Aries”. This transference explains the traditional confusion
about astrology, about what and where it really is and how it really works. It is almost
impossible to see “Aries” in the Earth itself,
but it is easy to see its projection into the
sky.
O THE common influence of the plan
ets on the Earth, which is that Mars,
for example, rules Aries and Scorpio,
etc., becomes dynamic as the planet Mars
moves about in space and appears to enter
one sign after another. As it enters the various signs, as it shifts from “pushing” on a
facet of the Earth’s central crystal (at its
spring alignment) to “pulling” on an edge
between two facets, its vibratory impact upon
the Earth changes accordingly. In common
parlance, we say that Mars rules Aries from
its current position in, for example, the sign
of Leo.
Now note that the hexagonal crystal explains not only the twelve signs, but in the
daily rotation of the Earth’s axis, the twelve
houses as well. Note that while the Zodiac
is a matter of simple longitude, astrological
houses are customarily calculated according
to the Earth’s horizon and Prime Vertical. Not
(with the exception of Porphyry houses, an
early and crude system) according to zodiacal longitude. With this minor tweak, we may
now say that, for example, Mars in Leo in
the third house rules Venus in Scorpio in the
sixth, and all of it will be based on the simple
influences of the planets Venus and Mars, as
they interact with the hexagonal crystal at
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the center of the Earth. We no longer need
starry constellations whatsoever.
It is when we take astrology out of the sky
and put it in the Earth and on the Earth that
we realize astrology’s staggering power and
its incredible capacity for detail. We no
longer hesitate how astrology’s mysterious,
invisible influences can be transferred from
one side of an empty sky to another, equally
empty sky, seemingly on mere whim. We
are instead witnesses to the inner dynamics
of the Earth’s own crystalline structure.
HESE on-going planets-to-crystal
relationships are complemented by
special relationships, known as aspects, which occur when the planets form harmonics between each other, as seen from the
Earth and as framed and defined by the
Earth’s central crystal. When two planets
form an exact aspect they create a vibration
external to the Earth itself, but one which
strongly impacts the Earth, by means of vibratory sympathy with the Earth’s central
hexagonal crystal. Blinded by the sky, intimidated by a phony science, modern astrologers have been guilty of overemphasizing aspects, at the expense of the Earth’s more
powerful, underlying astrological forces.
The various external planetary influences
combine to change the vibratory rate of the
Earth’s central crystal, from moment to moment. The understanding and use of Astrology is obvious, logical, and necessary to all
life on this planet.
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George McCormack
We have now arrived at an understanding
of McCormack’s astonishing finding, that
planets exactly on the midheaven/immum
coeli (MC/IC, 10th/4th) have the strongest
impact upon the Earth’s weather. Consider
that a planet placed on the IC will not only
be passing its resonant energies directly
through the Earth itself, but these energies,
combined, enhanced and amplified by precise alignment to the underlying crystalline
energies of the Earth itself, will emerge from
the ground at right angles to the surface. In
other words, with maximum combined force.
I remember an old rule from alchemy. The
alchemical process, which is scoffed at by
many, was said to require total darkness, or
moonlight, in order to succeed. Moonlight
is not merely very weak light, it is also polarized. Which is to say, light reflected over
a great distance is polarized merely by the
combination of reflection and distance.
If the Sun and planets (presumably also
including the Earth’s Moon) are crystalline

structures, then the harmonic resonances that
pass between them are presumably polarized
as well. When these resonances arrive and
then meet with the Earth in a precise polarity
(the MC/IC axis), polarized-polarized results
would be expected. McCormack terms this
“magnetic action” (pg. 92 and elsewhere). I
would refine this and call it magnetic polarization.
Planets are not magnetic to each other per
se. They become magnetic when, in the sky,
they are polarized at specific hexagonal
angles. While holding those angles, they
have specific impact upon the Earth’s central crystal and its various discreet energies.
Which that crystal then radiates in a general
fashion to the planet as a whole, affecting all
that live and breathe and crawl on its surface, and, specifically, radiates to key locations which affect the atmosphere and
weather locally, if not mundane events as
well. Precisely as McCormack describes.
McCormack notes that planets that make
90O aspects to the MC/IC axis are themselves
powerful. Which they should be. But note
what he did not say: With the exception of
the Moon, McCormack rarely bothers with
the ascendant/descendant. Was this an oversight on his part?
No. Fairlawn, New Jersey, where McCormack made his observations, is 41O north of
the Equator. At that latitude, the ascendant/
descendant axis is rarely at right angles to
the MC/IC. In terms of astrometeorology,
McCormack did not find the Asc/Dsc angles
to be of importance. Instead, he found the
raw 90O angle itself to be supreme. This is a
most important detail. McCormack is not
describing astrology per se. He is, for the
most part, describing the astrology of the atmosphere. The atmosphere is the part of the
Earth with the least mass, it therefore has the
least resonance. In practical terms, there may
very well not be enough mass in the atmosphere for rulerships to apply.
In this regard I am reminded of the work
of John H. Nelson (1903-1984). From the
1940’s to his retirement in 1971, Nelson was
employed by RCA in New York to identify
and forecast times of radio interference. He
quickly identified specific planet to planet
heliocentric aspects as the culprits, eventually achieving a high degree of forecast accuracy. Why heliocentric? Consider that
radio waves are broadcast from towers high
above the Earth’s surface, radiate into space
itself and are presumably directly influenced
by solar and planetary energies. Lacking all
earthly matter, the Earth’s own astrology
would not seem to apply to radio transmisCopyright © 2012 by David R. Roell. All rights reserved.

sion at all. It is very likely that Nelson and
McCormack knew each other. I would very
much like to know their opinion of each others’ work, but I digress.
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N STUDYING McCormack’s work, I
gather that in the process of deducing
that high and low pressure areas involve
exchanges in the levels of the atmosphere,
he was first drawn to highland and lowland
areas as where these exchanges would be
most clearly felt. He then presumably extended his observations to waterways and finally to sandy soil. In the process he
stumbled upon something else of extraordinary interest.
It seems he accidentally hit upon a connection between western astrometeorology
and Chinese Feng Shui. The term “Feng
Shui” translates as “wind/water.” It is the
Chinese system of landscape management.
It is also directly tied to Chinese astrology.
Chinese astrology is different from Western astrology, or, for that matter, Vedic astrology or Persian astrology, and this is because of number.
For many centuries astrology remained in
the tropics, principally in India. Alexandria,
at 32O N, was a lonely outpost. The reason
was because astrology needs a house system
in order to best express itself, and house systems are the simplest and work best in tropical latitudes, where houses and signs tend to
overlap. Leave the tropics and the two systems diverge. By the time you reach northern Europe—or central China (Beijing is
40ON)—simple equal houses will not work,
nor will trisections in zodiacal longitude (Porphyry) work. A proper house system trisects
the Prime Vertical, either in space, or by time.
To do this handily, you must have a sophisticated number system, which the ancients lacked. Instead, they had hash-marks,
the best of which seems to have been the
Roman system (I, II, III, IV, etc.). Complex
computations with hash-marks are not impossible, but they are unwieldy, which is why
many ancient peoples employed the abacus
to do sums.
Starting around 300 AD, India developed
a number system based on place values,
which we now call Arabic numbers. These
were adopted by the Arabs in the 9th century, and in 1202 were introduced to Europe
by Fibonacci. This single event revolutionized all Europe, but, regrettably China was
left out. China did not adapt Arabic numbers until the 20th century.
To this day China has a variety of crude
number systems, which is why it retained the

abacus centuries after it had been abandoned elsewhere. China
was too far north to equate houses with signs, so, lacking numbers, China was unable to erect astrological charts. Instead, they
developed an entirely different system of astrology, one based on
the 60 year cycles of Saturn and Jupiter. (From which, by the
way, they get their five elements: Jupiter’s cycle is 12 years, it
makes five cycles in 60 years, while Saturn makes two.) By this
reasoning, Feng Shui is the expression of the Earth’s raw Zodiacal sign energies as they directly manifest in the environment.
The combination of a crystalline Earth-based system of astrology, George McCormack’s astrometeorology, and Feng Shui, may
produce surprising results.
Astrology is under our feet. It radiates from the ground up.
We are soaked in it, always have been, and always will be. We
can no more deny it, than we can deny gravity.
____________________________________
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WANTED to delineate Charles Darwin this week as an example of how science gets the details right but the overall
picture somehow wrong, like a fun-house mirror, but to my
surprise, he has no agreed-upon birth time. I had thought a life as
intensely studied as his would have a time.
Darwin is a time-twin to Abraham Lincoln: Both born the same
day, month and year: February 12, 1809. One was a scientist, one
was a politician, one was bald, the other had hair on his head and
a beard on his face, one died of old age, the other was murdered,
one travelled by ship, the other by rail, one was largely a recluse,
the other spoke before large crowds, one had ten children (five of
whom survived to adulthood), the other four, of which only one
survived, on and on. There is no agreed-upon time for Lincoln,
either, alas. They should each be a snap to rectify.
I was not surprised to find that Darwin was a city boy. His
parents were Unitarians. I did not know that religion went that
far back.
Please note I AM NOT A CREATIONIST, so when I say that
Darwin’s theory is flawed, I do not mean it is wrong, merely circular, due to its mechanistic foundation. If there was an agreedupon time of birth I could delineate objectively, but without that,
I am merely another guy with an axe to grind.

